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TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING IN THE PERSPECTIVE OF EXPERIENCING
CHANGES IN PROFESSIONAL LIFE BY GENERATION 30+ AND 60+ IN
WARSAW
Zuzanna WOJCIECHOWSKA, Warsaw University, Poland
The term change currently plays a special role due to the prevalence of this phenomenon in
life to-day. The contemporary world is full of tensions, and its characteristic features are
variability, uncertainty, fragmentation and mosaicism. The everyday lives of ordinary
members of western societies are now characterized by rapid changes in all areas. Changes
relate both to the institutional dimensions of the functioning of individuals in communities and
in society, and scientific knowledge - which has never been seen so critically and with such a
lack of trust as at present - intimacy, personal relationships, everyday life, work and
education.
These postmodern times are called liquid (Bauman, 2007), uncertain (Beck, 2002)
unpredictable (Giddens, 2002), and are sometimes called the culture of rush (Bauman, 2007;
Kargul, 2013). The basic feature of the present is the acceptance of diversity and intensive
changes, as well as a characteristic way of thinking, which can be described as partial and
hypothetical. Intensive changes are also very characteristic in the professional field.
Contemporary people experience many changes in their professional lives, because human
work is changing intensively due to technological development and social transitions. In the
midst of all of this, I developed an interest in issues connected with lifelong learning from the
perspective of experiencing changes in professional life. I was also interested in the
difference between two generations – young adults (30+), who are a relatively short time on
the labour market, and generation 60+, people who have already experienced long years of
work and are preparing for retirement. Especially interesting for me was also the subject of
the functions which education can fulfil in this situation of experiencing changes in
professional life and the process of transformative learning caused by the change.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research material was collected between December 2015 and October 2016. The
research was carried out using characteristic methods for qualitative research and had the
character of biographical research. During the analysis and interpretation of the research
results, I used the theoretical framework determined by the interpretive paradigm (Malewski,
2001). The use of a qualitative research strategy enabled me to reach the perspective of
individual interpretations of the narrators. The subject of the research was a change in
professional life seen from the biographical perspective. The impact of professional change
on individual (re)constructions of the biography has been considered by taking into account a
broader context - both individual - related to the biography of narrators, as well as subjective
and socio-cultural.
Among my interests were also the differences (or lack of them) between representatives of
two generations in selected ways of (re)constructing their own biography in the situation of
professional change. The first group were young adults (30+), who had entered the labour
market relatively recently and had been active in the field of professional life for a few years
only; and the second group were people in late adulthood (60+) who had most of their
working life behind them already, and look at it from the perspective of people who are
leaving the labour market soon. The age criterion was used to follow the transformations
which happened in the approach to professional change over the last 30 years, in relation to
the change of the political system in Poland, economy, the functioning of the labour market
and education, as well as a different perspective on adult learning.
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26 narrators took part in the research project (13 young adults and 13 people in late
adulthood). The sampling procedure was purposive sampling - this type of selection of
respondents ensured diversity within a group of people who were homogenous in terms of
the level of education and place of residence (Warsaw), thanks to which it was possible to
grasp the variability and diversity of the phenomenon during study. The research was
conducted using the narrative interview method. The respondents were asked to tell me
about the process of their professional and educational life, with particular emphasis on
changes occurring in the professional area. In order to understand changes in working life
and their impact on individual biographical (re)constructions there was a need to recognize a
broader context. For that reason, I needed to gain detailed knowledge about many different
areas of individual biographies, so during the study I divided the stories about narrators’ lives
into the following areas: career planning, the course of professional life, the consequences of
changes in professional life, coping with change, self-esteem of narrator.
During the analysis, I used the bricolage technique. Assumptions characteristic for the
bricolage refers to mixed technical discourses, when the researcher freely moves between
different analytical techniques (Kvale, 2012). Thanks to this eclectic form of data analysis, I
could use together various techniques. Analytical techniques which I used were:
• Dividing narrations into homogeneous and consistent segments (narrative passages)
• Analysis of each segment (narrative passage) and attributing codes to fragments of
narration (coding procedure allowed me to categorize data segments by using short
titles)
• Creating professional changes typology based on repeated codes
• Recording patterns and schemes for coping with change
• Grouping (which is the analytical basis for selecting functions of education in life of
generation 30+ and 60+)
• Making contrasts / comparisons
• Building metaphors (metaphor means understanding one thing with the help of another,
which makes it possible to highlight new aspects of the phenomenon being studied)
As a result of the analysis I created a reconstruction of the narrators’ reality, although it
should be remembered that the collected stories do not reproduce the previous reality, but
explain it from specific points of view (Silverman, 2016). Because of this they seem to be
more valuable and full of meanings. The narrators decided how detailed their narration was,
what kind of descriptions they added to their story, which argumentation they included, and
how intimate they wanted their narration to be.
The research results mainly show the issues essential for the Warsaw population (for
instance the political and economic transformation in 1989 in Poland has had a significant
influence on some differences between the two age groups – 30+ and 60+), but the subject
can be seen in a much wider perspective, as we all experience very intensive changes in our
professional lives nowadays.
TYPES OF CHANGES IN THE PROFESSIONAL LIFE OF NARRATORS
The 1st category differentiating the changes appearing in the narratives of the respondents
was its source. The analysis of the collected research material allowed me to identify 3 main
reasons for the occurrence of changes in the professional life of the narrators. I pointed out:
• changes caused by the respondents’ own decisions
• changes caused by external events in the narrator's life (influence of significant others,
transformations in family life, illness, fortuitous events)
• changes caused by external historical and social events (large scale events, changes
affecting the whole society/large social groups) having a direct impact on individual life
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The narrator’s own decision was a frequent source of professional change experienced by
members of the 30+ age group. The assumption about realizing person’s own needs at work,
as well as concentrating on finding the job that is consistent with the interests of the narrator
is characteristic for the representatives of the generation 30+ in Warsaw. In the narratives of
young adults, professional work was not treated pragmatically and in a utilitarian way as a
source of income. According to the respondents, their work should be such a type of activity,
and the office (or other workplace) such a place, which would allow them to fulfil their dreams
and develop. Professionally active young adults confirmed the huge importance of work
which they felt was the most important area of their lives. The decision to change profession
or place of work was something treated by the representatives of this age group naturally - if
their work did not contribute to their development, self-fulfilment, or did not suit their passions
– then it was not something to which they wanted to devote their time and commitment. The
interviewees emphasized that working for a long period of time in one place is a waste of
time for them, “standing in one place” or even regression. Narrators belonging to the
generation 30+ treated their own self-fulfilment as their most important life obligation.
People from generation 60+ perceived this issue differently, especially women. Among the
men from this group there appeared statements related to the need for self-realization, while
the women I talked to first of all emphasized the issues of household duties, especially taking
care of children, as their domain. Speaking about work, they noted that they could have
achieved more, but often they did not think it was necessary or even appropriate.
Probably the causes of differences between these two age groups can be found in the
changing patterns of contemporary biographies. The pattern of professional biography
defined by three phases - the phase of preparation for professional life, the phase of
professional activity and the resting phase (and therefore the school-work-retirement
formula), currently does not exist (Hurrelmann, 1994; Hajduk, 2001; Malewski, 2001). Young
adults who are forced by the conditions of contemporary society to look for new patterns to
design their own professional biographies do not have such a high level of trust in social
institutions, workplaces or the version of life proposed by society. Narrators belonging to the
generation 60+ saw their professional life in a linear way - from the beginning of their first job
until the moment of retirement, with possible interruptions for raising children (in the case of
women). Once having chosen a specific career path, they accepted its inevitability and
predictability and were not surprised by its course. In contrast, young adults experience
frequent changes of work, not only in place of employment, but even changes in the
professional branch, transformations related to the work, its character and scope; and even
complete changes of profession. The most important thing for them is fulfilling one's own
needs and realizing individual plans in terms of duty and even compulsion.
The second reason for changes in the professional life of the respondents were random
events, not always dependent on the will of the narrators and often external to them. The
most frequent events were transformations in family life. Marriage, and in particular the
appearance of children, were events that strongly affected the area of professional life of the
respondents. These transformations, however, had a different character in the case of
women and men, because among women they were associated with the reduction of time
devoted to professional work, while among men, with its intensification (especially in
generation 60+, in younger group of respondents, this effect was not so clear).
Except for becoming a parent, the external changes in narrators’ professional lives were
caused by other people in the workplace and outside of it, as well as decisions made by
them. Narrators, regardless of gender, pointed to situations that resulted in a change in their
professional life, and which were the result of decisions and actions of other people, mostly
superiors or family members.
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While the effect of changes initiated by the respondents was often assessed positively, in the
case of external changes, which were caused by the actions of other people or events,
narrators assessed the changes most often negatively. Another source of change in the
professional life of respondents which was not the result of their individual decisions was
illness. The experience of the illness was associated with the necessity to stop working for
some time. The respondents who had survived a serious illness talked about it as "stopping"
their working life for a moment. They called this period in their professional biography "living
in the waiting room".
The third source of changes in narrators’ biographies were historical and social
transformations that had an impact on their individual lives. In case of group 60+ one of the
most crucial events was the political transformation in Poland in 1989, which people from
generation 60+ experienced during their professional life. Many of my interlocutors pointed to
the events of 1989 as a breakthrough that opened new options in their work, and enabled
them to take advantage of the opportunities offered by the free market, where every business
project or idea was something new. Many companies that emerged or began to develop in
the transformation period in Poland have achieved success because there was a surplus of
demand over supply, and many services appeared in Poland as completely new. Most of the
narrators from the age group 60+ indicated a change in the political and economic system as
a source of changes in their own professional life.
Among the changes that the age group 30+ experienced together with their entire generation
or with the whole society, young adults pointed to some technological changes, but not
directly in the context of facilitations related to the use of new technologies, but rather their
impact on interpersonal relationships and the content of everyday life. In their opinion the
historical experience common for the entire generation was the creation of social media,
including Facebook. Contemporary thirty-year-olds admit that social networks have
influenced their communication, their way of building relationships and spending free time,
even how they work.
The three sources of professional changes which are characterised above are a picture of
genesis diversity of transformations in professional life. Considering the category of intensity
of changes in professional life, I have identified two types (on the basis of the analysis of the
research material):
•
An abrupt (sudden) change - caused by an unexpected turn in the biography of the
individual, the emergence of new opportunities or the disappearance of opportunities
that were available earlier
•
Slow change - long-lasting, processual
Slow change creates an opportunity for preparation, reflection, planning or an adaptation
process. Sudden changes do not create such an opportunity. Abrupt changes were often
significant turning points in the professional biography of the respondents. Most of my
interlocutors perceived sudden changes as better than slow ones, because they brought an
exciting “freshness” and intensive actions to the professional area of life. The characteristic
feature of slow changes is their long duration. The process of transformation from the initial
state to the final stage takes a lot of time in the subjective perspective of life of an individual
person. Slow change can be seen rather as a process than a single event.
The duration of the change is another category enabling its more detailed characterisation.
Based on the types of changes, appearing in the narratives of the respondents, I
distinguished:
•
Periodic change - lasting only for a specified period, after which all elements of the
biographical structure were returning to the previous state
•
Constant change – when the effects of transformations are permanent and the
professional situation of the specific person does not return to its previous state
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•

A recurrent (boomerang) change - the essence of which is a certain repetition in the
biography of a particular person. Its characteristic feature is the occurrence of
repeating biographical sequences in professional life, connected with doing again the
same kinds of actions in new situations, bringing a similar effect each time

Periodic change is related to the disruption of the current biographical structure of the
professional area and its end is precisely determined in time. The reasons for this change
are events that are related to, for example, a break in work and are perceived by people as
temporary, transient. An example of a periodic change is a departure from a place of
residence and a temporary change in work connected with this.
In contrast to periodic changes, permanent changes are associated with the permanent
transformation of one state into another, with no possibility or prospect of returning to the
previous state. There are more permanent changes than periodic ones in biographical
constructions. Professional life has a processual character, so most of the stages of this
process, after completion, do not repeat. A feature characteristic of permanent change is that
the person who experiences such transformation needs to adapt to new conditions.
The third kind of change in professional life, related to its duration, is a boomerang
(recurrent) change. Its essence is the repeatability in the biographical structure of a particular
person. A man experiencing a boomerang change has a tendency to repeat a certain
behavioural pattern that brings a similar effect each time. The change is recurrent in the
biography of such a person as a boomerang, which, once thrown, returns to the starting
point, to the person who threw it. The main reason for a boomerang change is the use of an
inefficient adaptive strategy by the person.
Another category that I took into account when characterising the phenomenon of change
was its scope. I identified three subsets:
•
Total change - a complete change in the professional branch, scope and subject of
the activity
•
Partial change - transformations occurring within one enterprise, changes in its
structure and structure of positions
•
Micro-change - changing the scope and type of activities within one workplace and
one position
Total change is the change of the largest scope, involving the transformation of all elements
of the professional biography. In this case, the person completely changes professional
branch, starts working in a new, unknown field, or makes a complete change to another
position.
Partial change, in contrast to total change, concerns only selected elements of professional
life, a specific area. Such change may involve transformations taking place in an enterprise
or institution. People can adapt more easily to partial change. Because not all elements of
working life change at the same time, the person has an opportunity to focus on those
aspects that actually become different.
Considering the scope of professional changes, I noticed a third kind of transformation - a
micro-change. This is a variation of the partial change, but its characteristic feature is the
small range of impact. A micro-change refers to the transformation of the scope or type of
activity within one workplace and one post. It may be related to changes in interpersonal
relations in the workplace, which affect its quality and character. Micro-change is therefore a
change that occurs in the dimension of a single human biography.
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In conclusion, the phenomenon of change in professional life has been characterized above
by its potential sources and by the categories of intensity, time and scope. A better
understanding and knowledge about the types of changes experienced by people in
professional life can be an inspiration for adult education theoreticians and practitioners to
undertake further research on this phenomenon, as well as to design activities related to
ways of coping with the change.
FUNCTIONS OF EDUCATION IN A SITUATION OF EXPERIENCING CHANGES IN
PROFESSIONAL LIFE BY GENERATIONS 30+ AND 60+
Taking into account the analysis of research material, I specified six functions (stratification,
adaptation, insurance, creating one's own image, entertainment and therapeutic), which
education appeared to fulfil in the life of narrators belonging to the age group 30+ and five
functions (stratification, insurance, adaptation, therapeutic and social activation) that
occurred in lives of respondents in late adulthood, after experiencing changes in their
professional life. All of these functions are characterized in three diagrams below:

Diagram 1. Functions of education in the situation of experiencing changes in professional life
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Diagram 2. Functions of education in the situation of experiencing changes in professional life that
appeared additionally in narratives of age group 30+

Diagram 3. Functions of education in the situation of experiencing changes in professional life that
appeared additionally in narratives of age group 60+

The difference in the approach to educational activities undertaken in a situation of change
between the generation 30+ and 60+ is visible in the diagrams above. Those in the group of
young adults’ treat taking up educational activities as their duty, a necessity, an integral
element of professional life as well as life in general. The idea of lifelong learning does not
seem to be unknown to this age group, but rather strongly internalized, probably during the
socialization process. Young adults treat education in the terms of the free market, often as
any other commodity, an article on the shop shelf. They use it to express themselves through
actions undertaken and to fill their free time with productive activities. The idea of
edutainment (a blend of education and entertainment) seem very familiar to this generation.
Therefore, it can be assumed that educational activities are not treated by the age group 30+
as an activity appropriate only for people of adolescent age, but rather as a necessity for
every member of our contemporary, dynamically developing and extremely variable society.
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In the case of people from the age group 60+, undertaking education in a situation of change
is not perceived as an obvious action. Probably educational activities seem to people from
this age group more characteristic for a different stage of life and in some way inappropriate
or not very useful for people in late adulthood. Although there appeared one additional
function of education in narratives of 60+ respondents – the social activation function. The
structure of everyday life changes in late adulthood, especially after retirement. Education
creates an opportunity to expand one’s circle of social relations.
TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING IN THE PERSPECTIVE OF EXPERIENCING CHANGES
IN PROFESSIONAL LIFE
The assumptions, beliefs and fears that a person has gained during their life can affect the
unreflective reproduction of acquired and internalized patterns of behaviour. Change (for
instance in professional life) allows us to break this internalized pattern and (re)construct
biography in a reflective way. It also allows us to look critically at current activities and views
and to reject the dysfunctional frame of reference 1. The essence of Jack Mezirow’s theory is
a specific way of learning by adults, which results in change in one’s vision of the world and
self-opinion. Analysing collected narratives, I noticed that professional change can be a
factor leading to such transformation and breaking down established patterns of behaviour. It
can allow the person to free himself from the previously internalized structures of functioning
and make him look for a more adequate, consistent, fit to reality, but also harmonized with
his feelings, needs and values, and ways of acting.
Transformative learning leads to the transformation from a non-reflexive or dysfunctional
frame of reference into a new, functional and supportive one, so as a result a person can find
a better way to understand the world around him and his own needs, as well as perceive his
potential. This is possible by experiencing new things (which obviously happens when
someone experiences changes in his life), because each experience has meaning to a
person, and if he cannot understand new experiences by referring them to already
established frame of reference, he must either ignore them or transform his frame of
reference into a new / transformed frame (by changing mental habits or points of view).
The need for change sometimes appears together with individual reflection and leads to
cognitive and emotional development. Change in professional life can be a factor directly
affecting the transformation of the existing frame of reference into a new, functional one
which facilitates a person’s functioning in the world, not only in the professional area, but also
in many others. Change affects the transformation of both mental habits and points of view
that together form the frame of reference - a cognitive scheme superior to others. Entering a
new situation, changing professional position, changing the scope of duties or the staff group
with whom you work, or changing other elements of professional life, make people transform
their expectations, beliefs, attitudes and judgments.
To notice the influence of change on the individual's learning, we should follow the learning
process according to the scheme proposed by Mezirow. The first stage of transformative
learning – the essence of which is changing the previous (inadequate for some reason/s)
frame of reference (known as reframing) – is a critical reflection about internalized
assumptions. Such reflection is connected with analysis, concerning views possessed by the
subject, ways of acting and acquired attitudes. A person, who realizes that his beliefs are
inadequate to the surrounding reality, begins to think about the accuracy (truthfulness) of
acquired knowledge.
1

One of the most important concepts in Mezirow’s theory is the frame of reference, which means a culturally established
scheme, which person uses to evaluate events, actions and other people’s behavior occurring in his life. The frame of
reference is therefore a kind of cognitive, emotional and motivational filter through which individuals interpret the world around
them (Mezirow 2009).
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By comparing possessed beliefs to the experienced situations, a person begins to notice
inconsistencies in previously accepted ways of thinking and interpreting reality. What turned
out, after analysing collected research material, was that critical reflection about one's way of
looking at the world may become the cause of subsequent changes in the way the subject
thinks and acts. Narrators admitted that changes in their professional life were a cause of
reflection and re-consideration of their ways of thinking and internalized assumptions.
Reflection about person’s own convictions, at the same time, leads to the awareness that his
beliefs were not fully (or not at all) accurate. The critical reflection that appeared at this stage
was the basis, allowing people to change their own way of thinking and acting. It was the first
stage of the process known as reframing. Starting the process of changing the frame of
reference is most often associated with the appearance of a certain disorienting dilemma.
This process is associated with the observation of both their own lives and the lives of other
people, their behaviours and attitudes.
The second stage of transformative learning, according to the scheme proposed by Mezirow,
is a discourse. This stage is a dialogue internal to the person in which he analyses his own
ways of reasoning as well as those of other people. At this stage of transformative learning, it
can be seen that the disorienting dilemma, which led to a critical reflection about one's own
beliefs, then triggers a dialectical discourse that confirms the best, reflective judgment. The
person uses both rational premises and intuitively accepted assumptions to transform his
viewpoints and mental habits.
The third and last stage of transformative learning is action. It may be connected with taking
up a new activity or abandoning any action done previously. The activity is, of course, the
result of an earlier discourse, conducted by the subject in an internal dialogue, and may be
connected with searching – trying a few options before a person chooses a specific one.
After the new actions are taken, an individual begins to reconstruct his life in accordance with
the new assumptions – he is trying to adapt different areas of life to the new frame of
reference. Taking actions that are consistent with the conclusion emerging from the inner
dialogue is the culmination of the process of transformative learning. A person builds
competence and self-confidence in new roles, he undertakes various activities aimed at
changing the current pattern of behaviour caused by inadequate interpretations made
previously.
While analysing collected narratives I followed the scheme proposed by Mezirow. What is
interesting is that it appeared that most of narrators were going through the process of
transformative learning after experiencing changes in their professional life. I pointed out the
stages of the transformative learning process which could be seen really well in narratives
from generation 30+. Narrators from generation 60+ also were going through the process of
reframing, but they seemed not to be fully aware of inner dialogue. They were a little less
reflective, which was surprising as I expected quite different results taking into account their
much wider life experience. Probably there is such clear awareness about the person’s own
reflections among the 30+ age group, because they were raised after the political and
economic transformation, which was also connected with the socio-cultural changes in
Poland. Especially in big cities, such as Warsaw (where all of the narrators were living),
people tended to change their attitude from focusing on collective interests to be more
focused on individual ones.
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SUMMARY
A person experiencing changes often notices that the current frame of reference becomes
inadequate to the surrounding reality. Nowadays, because of the acceleration of the pace of
human life, there is an unprecedented accumulation of changes in the relatively short life
span of an individual. Contemporaries are forced to cope constantly with change and find
ways to adopt to the new conditions. Sometimes this may cause confusion and a constant
perceived inadequacy of one’s belief system in terms of the actual situation in the
surrounding world. It can be assumed that a contemporary person must have a more flexible
frame of reference - one that will allow him to make frequent changes and modifications. A
less rigid frame of reference can be just a factor conducive to easier and more effective
adaptation to change. This would suggest that those living in to-day’s ever-changing society
must participate in an uninterrupted process of transformative learning in order to be able to
act effectively in the surrounding reality. Such learning is, of course, associated with a deep,
difficult, sometimes painful reflection on one's own convictions, on one’s accepted ways of
thinking and acting. It can also be assumed that a frame of reference, established without
reflection, consisting of inadequate or false assumptions and beliefs, is a barrier both to the
efficient functioning of people in the world and to the process of lifelong learning.
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